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• Michael Porter; Porter's Value Chain Analysis is a business 
management concept that was developed by Michael Porter 
(Competitive Advantage (1985)). 

• Value chain analysis is more than a straightforward cost-to-
profit model. It expands on the principles of economies of 
scale and capacity (https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-
chain-analysis) 

• Economies of scale and capacity have both a territorial and 
value chain dimension. The territorial dimension relates to 
localisation of value chains as well as to industrial, innovation 
and regional policy.  

• For a business, the overall goal of value chain analysis it to 
identify areas and activities that will benefit from change in 
order to improve profitability and efficiency, taking into account 
that lowering costs has a limit and quality and differentiation 
are also important ((https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-
chain-analysis). 

• The latter leads to differentiate between comparative 
advantage (cheaper) and competitive advantage (better and 
cheaper). 

• In the BRIDGES project we deal with value chains from the 
territorial perspective (localisation) linking with place-based 
potential and strategies.
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Why value chain mapping is one of our priorities? 

Value chain analysis, 
Porter’s concept

https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-chain-analysis
https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-chain-analysis
https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-chain-analysis
https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-chain-analysis
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Why is value chain mapping a (relative) challenge?

Cost Drivers of Value Chain Analysis & focus in the BRIDGES project 

• Porter’s 10 cost drivers are factors that can impact the cost of an activity. In green fonts the cost drivers that are 
currently included into the BRIDGES project value chain mapping. 

1. Economies of scale  (part of the regional competitive advantage consideration) 

2. Learning and spillovers (part of the in-shoring and re-shoring considerations)  

3. Pattern of capacity utilisation 

4. Linkages (part of the in-shoring, re-shoring and near-shoring considerations) 

5. Interrelationships (part of the in-shoring, re-shoring and near-shoring considerations)  

6. Integration (through another project…..)  

7. Timing  

8. Organisation’s (business) policies 

9. Location (we bring together 1,2,4 and 5) 

10.Institutional factors (regional smart specialisation startegies) 

• An organisation can aim to control these cost drivers in order to improve efficiency, add value, and differentiate.  

• A region can discuss where economies of scale are concentrated, what interactions are the most useful / promising 
for the region and how to address them. 

Disadvantages of Value Chain Analysis (Source:  https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-chain-analysis) 

• Experts argue that “Value chain analysis is no simple feat”.  

• Difficulties involve gathering data (which can be labour and time-intensive), identifying the tasks or functions that 
can add perceived or real value, and developing and deploying the plan.  

• Additionally, it is not always easy to find appropriate information in order to break your value chain down into 
primary and supporting activities. 

https://www.smartsheet.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-value-chain-analysis
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Our approach

4.1 Funding instruments and 
process 

4.2 Implementation 
4.3 Monitoring 
4.4 Evaluation

VALUE CHAIN LOCALISATION 

2.1  Gathering & compiling information 
on competitive advantage, lags, market 

and funding opportunities 

2.2 Prioritisation of initiatives

2 TERRITORIAL DIMENSTION

PRE EXISTING VC MAPPING 
BASED ON RDI COMPONENTS  

1.1 Value chain mapping template 
(All regions make the same)

1 METHODOLOGY

Feasibility confirmation in 
terms of  

3.1 partnership  
and  

3.2 funding 

3 CONDITIONS OF 
FEASIBILITY 4 IMPLEMENTATION
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1. Value chain mapping methodology (1)

1) Background experience from the feasibility study of the Kainuu BRIDGES project 
action plan. It focused then, on the berry industry value chain based on R&D 
analysis.
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1. Value chain mapping methodology (2)

2) Generalising the template. Ideally, through statistical analysis 
concentrating in the research area.
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3. Territorial dimension (1)

3) We are seeking localised concentrations of added value and competitive 
advantage in relation to the value chain map. Competitive advantage means ‘doing 
things better & cheaper’, i.e. it differs to the concept of comparative advantage 
which means ‘doing things cheaper’. 

4) Ideally, through statistical data, related to the region and value chain in question. 

5) How do we decide competitive advantage? We map localised information in term 
of six (6) categories (business, product, research, solution, skills, policies; see next 
slide). Competitive advantage is decided in terms of concentrations of products, 
businesses, and so on. 

6) Competitive advantage categories are the region’s “peaks”; they are the 
categories on which we focus our re-shoring and in-shoring policy impact initiatives. 
Gaps (= the region’s “valleys”) are those categories which, in general, we consider 
for near shoring. 

7) Template for identifying competitive advantage on the next slide. 
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3. Territorial dimension (2)

8) What we expect to find from the localisation of the value chain mapping and the 
identification of competitive advantage, is that for many regions, many boxes will not be filled 
in.  

This is very fine, the issue is how to grow and ever improve the strengths and find good 
collaborations for the gaps. 
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4. Implementation
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these regions and how that works in practice. If any
de!ciencies in these interregional linkages do exist and
the Île-de-France region could something about it, the
region could consider making it part of its S3.

This complementarity measure enables regions to
develop an S3 in which interregional linkages are incor-
porated. This measure helps to assess diversi!cation
opportunities of regions by identifying complementarities
in capabilities across European regions. It aims to identify
other regions that could act as strategic partners to develop
new and more complex activities in a region as part of its
S3. With this measure, it is possible to map for each

technology (645 technologies) in each European region
(292 NUTS regions) to what extent other regions in
Europe have complementary capabilities that are missing
in a region. This information is useful for regions to ident-
ify and select other regions as the most relevant strategic
partners because of complementarities in their capabilities.
This sheds a new light on the need to make connections
between regions in Smart Specialisation policy: it makes
the policy focus shift from making interregional connec-
tions per se to the exploitation of complementarities in
other regions through the establishment of interregional
linkages that give access to those.

Figure 1. Diversi!cation opportunities of a region through complementary interregional ties.

Figure 2. European regions with complementary capabilities for the Île-de-France region in new hydrogen technologies.

1066 Pierre-Alexandre Balland and Ron Boschma

REGIONAL STUDIES
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Does it work?
Experience: The method has been relatively new. Ultimately it boils down to the 
issue of tools for systematically identifying interregional complementarities. 

Are there other options? Yes, there are other options. We identified the 
Balland & Boschma proposal (Pierre-Alexandre Balland & Ron Boschma (2021) Complementary 
interregional linkages and Smart Specialisation: an empirical study on European regions, Regional 

Studies, 55:6, 1059-1070, DOI: 10.1080/00343404.2020.1861240), based on technologies within 
patents of the same domain. It has potential for long term joint development of 
regions based on technological and innovation complementarities:  

“An indicator for identifying and quantifying  
interregional technological complementarity  
opportunities has been proposed. The indicator  
is based on calculating technological relatedness  
and associated densities: ”This indicator aims at  
capturing the impact of co-inventor linkages with  
other regions that provide access to relevant  
capabilities that are missing in a region, and which  
could increase its ability to diversify into a new technology. …  
What matters is not being connected to other regions per se 
 but being connected to regions that provide  
complementary capabilities”. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00343404.2020.1861240
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Does it work?
— Why did we not apply the Balland, Boschma method? We did not 
apply it because we felt that for regions that are not innovation strong or innovation 
leaders, patents are not always a suitable tool.  

Patents’ granularity is maybe not suitable for all kinds of regions, while it can be 
effective at any national level.  

In our approach, we applied the notion of competitive advantage for added 
value concentrations of value chain segments in terms of raw materials and/or 
business (products), and/ or research, and/or education. One of our priorities has 
been localisation of value chain-related added value in any type of region. 

Research next steps: we are seeking options to test the Balland & Boschma 
method in the BRIDGES / BERRY+ / other regions.  

— Finally: is our approach ultimately operational? What should we improve, 
change?  To be discussed during this meeting. 
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Thank you

Questions welcome

Ninetta Chaniotou, Regional Council of Kainuu
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